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“Thank-you! We love our windows and the great service we received.”
- Brent and Sherra Collett, Duncan | BC

BEAUTIFUL & PRACTICAL

Whether you are renovating your existing home
or building the house of your dreams, Thermoproof
windows and patio doors offer both beauty and
practicality. Backed by a lifetime warranty,
our products are energy efficient, attractive
and low maintenance.

Thermoproof Manufacturing has been making
windows and patio doors on Vancouver Island since
1977. We only use high-quality vinyl that resists
fading, chipping or peeling.

Our non-corrosive hardware has been
designed to withstand the driving rain and salt
air that is part of Island life, but which can be
so hard on your home’s exterior.
With a wide selection of styles, sizes, and colours
to choose from, our complete line of Thermoproof
products gives you the freedom to decide what
works best for your specific needs.

OUR LIFETIME
WARRANTY

When you purchase Thermoproof windows or
patio doors, you’re also purchasing peace of mind.
We warranty our products for as long as you live in
your home. And, if you sell your home, our warranty
is fully transferrable and becomes a 15-year warranty
from the original purchase date. This includes the
glass, parts and labour, even the screen.
We know that rain and salt air are a part of life
here on the Island and design our products with the
elements in mind. We don’t exclude or reduce the
period of the warranty if you live near the ocean.
Now, if your cat objects to being kept inside and
makes an escape through the screen, well, we
prefer not to get involved in domestic disputes.

WHY SHOULD YOU
CHOOSE THERMOPROOF?
WE PROVIDE ONE OF THE BEST
WARRANTIES AVAILABLE
WE OFFER ENERGY STAR® QUALIFIED
PRODUCTS MADE WITH LOW-E GLASS* FOR
EXCEPTIONAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
OUR PRODUCTS ARE
EXTREMELY LOW MAINTENANCE.
OUR PRODUCTS MEET THE
HIGHEST PRODUCTION STANDARDS.
WE ARE THE LARGEST WINDOW AND PATIO
DOOR MANUFACTURER OWNED AND OPERATED
ON VANCOUVER ISLAND, WITH AN EXTENSIVE
RANGE OF PRODUCTS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Windows provide beautiful views and
wonder natural light, but inefficient windows
can contribute up to 30% of the energy
consumed in your home. Our Thermoproof
windows will increase your comfort while
decreasing your energy costs. You can
sleep better at night knowing
that by improving your home’s
energy efficiency, not only are
you saving money, you are
also reducing greenhouse gas
emissions that contribute to climate change.

*WHAT IS LOW-E GLASS?
Low-E glass is a special neutral-colored
high performance coated glass that helps
reduce heat transference. By using products built
with Low-E glass, you can significantly reduce
the heating and air conditioning
costs of your home.
Low-E glass is designed to provide you with
year-round savings and comfort by optimizing
both the sun’s heat and your home’s heating
and cooling systems. In the summer, it keeps
your home cool and comfortable by blocking
the sun’s heat. In the winter, it helps you stay
warm and cozy by retaining your home’s
interior heat. And, since Low-E glass blocks
most of the sun’s damaging ultraviolet rays,
it will also help your curtains, carpets,
furniture and wall coverings stay
beautiful for years to come.
Decrease the HEAT LOSS from
inside your home during the
cold weather.

Decrease the HEAT GAIN from
outside your home during
the warm/hot weather.

THERMOPROOF
SLIDING WINDOWS

Sliding windows are a popular choice for
many customers because of their value, ease
of operation, and durability. Designed for extra
strength and energy efficiency, Thermoproof
Vinyl Sliders give you the most window for your
investment. You can open your slider without
taking up any exterior or interior space, and
the design easily accommodates building
code bedroom egress requirements.

SLIDER

3 PANEL
SLIDER

SINGLE
HUNG
PICTURE WINDOW
WITH TOP/BOTTOM SLIDER

THERMOPROOF
CASEMENT/AWNING
WINDOWS

An excellent investment for your home,
Casement and Awning windows are
hinged and open wide like a door and offer
some advantages over the slider. They are a
better choice if high energy efficiency is your
goal. The screen is on the inside of the window,
protecting it from the elements when not in
use and the casement design also offers
more trim and hardware options.

CASEMENT

DOUBLE
CASEMENT

BOTTOM
OR TOP
AWNING

Folding crank handle
with stow away latch

Cam handle
with wicket screen

ALL QUOTES FOR
THERMOPROOF
WINDOWS AND
PATIO DOORS
INCLUDE SCREENS.
OBSCURE GLASS

Obscure glass is a textured glass that is used
for light diffusion or decorative effects. It is
ideal for rooms requiring privacy where you
would like to provide sufficient light along
with visual elegance. We have many
patterns to choose from.

COLOUR FINISHES

Example of Pinhead glass

“Wood Grain”
painted windows

Come in and check out our paint options to
add some colour to your home. We offer a wide
range of colours in matte or semi-gloss finishes,
as well as wood grain and custom finishes.

DECORATIVE GRIDS

Grids, also known as muntin bar, are the
strips of materials within the glass, designed
to add character to your home. We offer a
variety of styles and colours.

CUSTOM SHAPES

Rakes or double rakes, round tops, arches, bays
or bows. Since 1977, we have designed and built a
great collection of shapes and sizes. Bring us your
plans and let’s work together on some ideas.

Custom windows, Mill Bay | BC

Black painted windows

THERMOPROOF
PATIO DOORS

A patio door offers an increased feeling of space
and the opportunity to take advantage of your
surroundings. With a variety of sizes and options
available, the Thermoproof patio door design
combines strength and efficiency to provide
you with one of the best features of your
home. We only use North American–made
hardware, including ergonomic handles, extra
security locks, and two sets of dual brass wheels
that allow the door to move with less effort.

PATIO
DOOR
WITH A
TRANSOM

PATIO
DOOR

Clear patio door

3 PANEL
SLIDER

3 PANEL
SLIDER

3 PANEL
SLIDER

3 PANEL
SLIDER

Three panel patio door, available in 9’ and 12’ sizes

Our Patio doors are equipped with attractive ergonomic
handles and a secure dual pin foot lock.

BUILDING CODE
REQUIREMENTS

The British Columbia Building Code includes requirements that are specific to the structural performance of windows and patio doors. There are
also requirements regarding thermal performance
based on the geographic location of your home.
The North American Fenestration Standards (NAFS)
outline the structural performance required for any
arrangement of windows, patio doors, skylights , or
exterior doors for your home. Different geographic
areas will require different NAFS ratings and each
window requires a sticker outlining the test results
for your product.
At Thermoproof, we design and build your windows
with these requirements in mind. Our products
consistently exceed structural and energy provision requirements and offer industry-leading water
penetration levels.
Please note: It’s important that you discuss current building
code requirements with your building official and contractor.

REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS

Replacing those old sweaty windows with new
Thermoproof Energy star windows doesn’t have to
be a hassle. You have options. With our Renovation
frame you can simply install our window over your
existing window. Caulking it on the exterior and
interior of your home will put an end to cold
aluminum frames. You can also completely remove
your existing window and use our New Construction
window. You can install your new window
over your interior window liners, or replace them
at the same time. Either way you end up with
warmer winters and cooler summers.

Renovation, Duncan | BC

Vinyl casing covering old metal window
New home installation, Duncan | BC

FAQS

What does “Built for Life
on the Island” mean?
Because we live here, we know
that it can get quite hot here in
the summer, and that winters are
usually damp and rainy. Most of
you probably live within a few
kilometers of the ocean, and your
windows and patio doors are
going to be exposed to sun, rain
and salt air throughout their
lifetime. Thermoproof products
are specifically designed and
built to protect your home from
these lovely but sometimes
harsh realities of Island life.

How do I choose between NailOn and Renovation windows?
Nail-On are the first choice
for new construction but also
used in some renovations. For
example, if you were removing your
windows and siding to replace
both, then Nail-On would be a
good choice. Renovation windows
are a good choice if you have
aluminum windows that could be
difficult to remove. Our dealers are
able to replace your old windows
and install new windows using
a variety of applications.

Sliders, Casement, Awnings,
Picture Windows—
Which One is Best for Me?
Each of these window types
has its own design characteristics.
Many homes use a mix, and every
home is different. Are you trying
to make the most of a spectacular
view? Is space limited? Do you
have young children? Our approved
dealers can help you choose the
windows that are right for you.
How much maintenance
am I in for?
Fortunately, Thermoproof windows
and patio doors are very low
maintenance by design. You won’t
need to do any more than regular
cleaning (warm water, mild
detergent and a clean cloth).

For more information about our products, visit our website: thermoproof.ca
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